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A t A G lance
N ew s
G VSU summer film
project goes Hollywood!
See story, page 2.
Art com plex is next in
line for Allendale remodel
ing project. See story,
page 2.
Occupational Therapy
is gearing up for a new
look this fa ll. See story,
page 3.
More student housing
to be added on campus.
See story, page 3.

Ed /O p
"O ur V iew " dispenses
opinions on the
Shakespeare statue situa
tion and allocation of
funds for university
improvements. See page .

4- More
\ :rebuttals
v of the

W G RD editorial, and of
the infamous Goetting let
ter. See page 5.

C am pus Life
Learn how to take care
of yourself during
| allergy/hayfever season.
See "For Your H ealth" col
umn on page 6.
TKE goes one-on-one
with Special O lym piads.
See story, page 6.
"Sciehce in the V alley,"
sponsored by Padnos H all
of Science, was a great
success. See story, page

7.
Meet Maida Basic, a
transfer student form the
University of Sarajevo.
See story, page 7.
"Leftovers" - the sum
mer saga starts on page 6.

SPORTS
Crew wins their,very
first national trophy! See
story, page 8.
Spring sports wrap-up.
See story, page 8.
See the results of M en's
G olf, and the L a k e rs.' See
story, page 9.
' ' Need ten w ays to
spend your summer? •
Check out "Doug's Club"
on1page 9.

P h o to P age
See the Annual Rites of
Spring sponsored by
W CKS on the back page!

i

i
■■
C lassifieds P lus

Need a jo b , money, a
I life? O r would you like to
d a a crossword puzzle?
Check out the ads and
rzle on page 111

I *

Artist’s concept fo r the Grand Design 2000 Campaign provided by Design +. The proposed expansion will occupy the space taken up by
parking lots across from the Ebethard Center in downtown Grand Rapids. Groundbreaking is expected to begin later this year. Illustration
courtesy o f Design +.

Thomas Jefferson's University of Virginia is the proposed
design model for the downtown expansion
By Bobbin Melton
Editor

“...and the march goes on,”
stated Richard DeVos at a recent
press conference, revealing the
current progress of the Grand
Design 2000 Campaign to
expand GVSU’s Grand Rapids
campus.
According to David Frey,
Campaign Chairman of Grand
Design 2000, this is phase three
of the rejuvenation of downtown
Grand Rapids.
Previous phases spanning
from the 1960s to present
involved the DeVos Hall, Amway
Grand Plaza, Ford Museum,
VanAndel Museum, the arena,
and the establishment and expan
sion of the downtown campus.
Grand Design 2000, an elab
orate expansion plan of the
downtown Grand Valley campus,
will include an International
Trade Institute, a Graduate
Library, a Language and Cultural
Resource Center, and various
student and campus services.
Much of the focus of this
project is on the International
Trade Institute.
According to DeVos, “this
institute will house an Executive
Education Training Center for
workshops, classes, and seminars
pertaining to international busi
ness and global economics.”
The International Trade

Institute, as the focal point of the
Grand Rapids campus, will ulti
mately allow West Michigan to
aggressively participate in the
global market.
This facility will include an
auditorium, and provide a multi
tude of services ranging from
translation and interpretation to
foreign market analysis.
The Graduate Library will
enable students to utilize on-line
international services related to
their field, as well as provide
conventional library services
such as those found at Zumberge
on the Allendale campus.
The Language and Cultural
Resource Center was designed to
assist international business in
their foreign ventures. This cen
ter is also geared towards helping
its users to learn, understand, and
communicate with other cultures
in various languages.
Another area of emphasis is
on the Seidman School of
Business.
According to Frey, “the
Seidman School of Business will
be relocated to the Eberhard
Center to create a world-class
trade center.”
It was determined that this
relocation was necessary due to
the relationship between the
downtown campus and the prox
imity of the corporate setting of
Grand Rapids.
The move of Seidman to the
downtown campus is also

expected to be of great assistance Grand Valley could raise $15
to the livelihood of the dying million in private funds.
downtown Grand Rapids com
A large sum of the state
funding
is due in part to the 15%
munity, and to be an attraction to
increase in allocations to several
visitors, tourists.
In making this move, GVSU Michigan universities.
will be placing the Seidman
While GVSU was granted a
School of Business in competi 15% increase, Saginaw Valley
tion with other universities that received a 15.6% increase, and
of
Michiganhouse solid business programs, University
or with other business schools, as Dearbom was given an 11.9%
well as the predominant educa increase.
All
other
universities
tional instithtion for international
business.
received increase between 4.6%
In addition, several graduate and 6.5%.
programs will be housed at this
Presently, $13 million has
location. Some programs will been raised toward this goal.
include nursing, public adminis
Approximately $6 million of
tration, and social work. It is the private funding was donated
expected that eventually all grad by the DeVos Foundation.
uate programs will be housed at Remaining contributions were
donated by numerous companies
the downtown campus location.
According to Stephen Ward, throughout West Michigan.
“Giving doesn’t take away
Public Relations and Editorial
Services, it will be “home for all your money, it enriches your
graduate programs.” Other pro- , life,” stated Richard DeVos. "We
grams that may be included in are glad to be a part of this ven
It’s thrilling to see it
this project have not yet been ture.
determined.
(GVSU) continue.”
The preliminary architectur
According to President
al design of the Grand Rapids Lubbers, the private funds will
campus by Design + is patterned be used for food services, park
after
Thomas
Jefferson’s ing lots, changes in the road
infrastructure, and other necessi
University of Virginia.
According to Ward, this ties that are not covered by gov
ernment funding.
design is still pending.
Funding for this venture is to
It is expected that construc
be obtained in two parts. In tion on this project will begin as
February of 1996, Governor soon as October 1997 or early
Engler approved a $35 million 1998 with classes being held by
budget for the expansion plan, if 1999.
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R r ie flv l ^ ew art comP^ex a^s to 011-campus construction

G rand Valley and Wayne
I State initiate talks about local
I law school
President Lubbers and
IWSU President David Adamany
recently announced the inten
tions of both institutions to bring
| a law school to Grand Valley.
Both Lubbers and Adamany
I said the time is right for a law
school in Grand Rapids. “As the
legal and financial center of outstate Michigan, the Grand
Rapids area is home to district
and circuit courts and a state
appeals court bench as well as
I the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Michigan.
The more than 2,000 members
I of the Grand Rapids Bar
Association practice in virtually
every aspect of the law. The
local law firms, together with
the courts, can provide excellent
internship and clerking opportuI nities for students enrolled in a
| local law school,” they said.
For the next several months,
I the two universities will contin
ue to study the need for a law
school in western Michigan. If a
decision is made to support a
law school, classes could begin
I as early as Fall, 1997.
Alumni golf outing to be
I held
On June 22nd Grand
I Valley's Alumni Relations office
will host an alumni golf outing
to raise funds for the newly
formed GVSU Alumni Heritage
Scholarship. The scholarship is
designed to aid the sons and
(daughters of GVSU alumni.
The outing, which will be
I held at The Meadows, will fea
ture up to 144 golfers for a four
person scramble. Participants
will receive 18 holes of golf with
carts, and a buffet in The
I Meadows gazebo afterwards.
Contact Kent Fisher in
I Alumni Relations at 895-6562
| for more information.
G rand Valley helps city
| grow environmentally
Grand
Valley’s
Water
I Resources Institute, along with a
grant
from
Michigan
Consolidated Gas Company, and
at the request of Greenville offi
cials. have provided that city

✓
w ^ # ***^ *****™ ^ ,^ *^ # ****,***, studv
ing the Granhic
Graphic Arts nroeram
program
study areas, and specialized sunsup in?
with a series of digital maps that
port programs are being added to from Lake Superior Hall.”
By Katie Kuechenmeister
aim to help the city plan future |
Staff Writer
The vacated space in Calder
the Complex. An addition within
expansion.
the existing courtyard will create will be renovated to provide
Since 1986, WRI has com-1
Remodeling
has
been additional classroom space for space for teaching studios and
piled a database of 19 counties | sweeping across Grand Valley for art related programs already in classrooms for the Music
and their groundwater, contami
years with no end in sight. First existence throughout campus.
Department. An addition to
nation sites, topography, and| Padnos and Henry Halls, then the
Calder will enlarge the lobby of
urban growth information.
“Art History and
Field House, and the Commons,
Louis Armstrong Theater and the
The maps are part of a I the University Book Store, and
other will provide space for
Art Education
Decision Support System, DSS,
the latest remodeling effort, the
instrumental rehearsal, band
departments will be
that allow officials to easily
Art Complex.
practice rooms, and instrument
access water main, natural gas,
The proposed Art Complex
added to the complex, storage.
electric, telephone, cable, and| will combine Art Centers I and II
The space in Lake Superior
along with two
municipal and sewer systems.
and the Ceramics Building into a
Hall will also be renovated to
“The exciting thing is thatl single complex. Everything from
computer labs. Also
include additional faculty offices.
communities can integrate nat
new programs to administrative
Administrative offices, a depart
slated in the
ural resource management
offices will be added to the con
mental conference room, and
construction are metal three classrooms will be relocat
strategies with other’socio-eco
struction.
nomic data,” said John Kocbes,
“Art History and Art
ed and renovated to provide bet
snelling and jewelry
manager of WRI’s Information
Education departments will be
ter use of the available space.
making labs.”
Service Center. “Officials are
added to the complex, along with
The construction for the pro
almost forced by technology to
—David McGee, posed Art Complex will begin in
two computer labs,” said David
include natural resource factor
Art and Design Chair July, 1996 and is scheduled to be
McGee, Chair of Art and Design
into their decision making at the| at Grand Valley. • “Also slated in
completed for the Fall semester
local level.
the construction are metal
“We will be relocating the of 1997. The total project cost is
snelling and jewelry making 3D art programs and offices from estimated at $8,000,000 and will
New Dean hopes to bring I labs.”
Calder to the new complex,” said be funded by the student facilities
world as close as a computer!
Space for student displays, McGee. “We will also be mov fee.
screen away
On July 1, Brenda Robinson |
begins her journey into interna
tional education at Grand Valley,
but not without some experience!
backing her.
Robinson said she has three |
main goals for Grand Valley.
The first being a desire to I
broaden the scope of study and
overseas destinations for Grand)
Valley students. This would
include more internships as well |
as discipline-related education.
Her second goal would be I
to better integrate foreign stu
dents into the Grand Valley cam-1
pus and surronding areas.
Robinson’s third and prima
ry goal is to increase collabora-|
tion between businesses and
• G V S U s tu d e n ts are p ro d u c in g " F a c to r y /' th is y e a r 's
non-government organizations
su m m e r f i l m p r o je c t
in order to provide more oppor
tunities for GVSU faculty and|
festivals as a short feature and he the film’s budget. In the
staff to have international expe
thinks he’s got the production meantime, most of the crew
By Michelle Dialer
riences.
Guest Writer
group to get it there.
looks forward to the chance to
Robinson says she is ready I
1
The storyline follows the work on a film the same way it
and excited to begin work at
If you’ve never thought of lives of several
released would
be
produced
in
Grand Valley, but realizes that it
Grand Valley State University as prisoners on work furlough Hollywood.
will take some work on her part.
a contender in the film industry, programs at a local factory. The
“He’s already told us stories
“I need to listen a lot and
you’re probably not alone.
new workers must manage and taught us things that profes
learn a lot, because while 1 have
But
Mitch
Nyberg, conflict with authority as an sors might not think to tell us if
experience, my specific jdeas
Hollywood professional and obstacle to freedom. The multi they haven’t worked on a
have to blend with the culture
1983 William James graduate, cultural characters attracted Hollywood production." Graff
and values of GVSU and west|
has come back to his alma mater Nyberg to the script from 17 sub said.
Michigan.”
for the summer session to direct a missions.
During production of the

KDK SECURITY
A D iv is io n o f D u H a d iva y , K e n d a ll & A s s o c ia te s Inc.

KDK is currently seeking young m en and wom en to serve as
security officers in the G rand Rapids area.
Full and part-tim e positions are currently available with
flexible schedules.
Successful candidates will also gain the following:
"Excellent wages and benefits
"Paid training, uniform s and equipm ent
"Excellent experience, training and references for
careers in law enforcement and security.
For additional inform ation or to fill out an application contact:
D u H a d iv a y , K e n d a ll & A s s o c ia te s Inc.
50 M o n ro e N W S u ite 430
G ra n d R a p id s, M I 49503

Call (616) 456-0123 (M onday - Friday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

All cameras are pointed at Hollywood

student production Hollywood
style.
“The students will be
functioning as an actual
production unit and seeing the
film through production, post
production and distribution for
public screening locally and
internationally,” Nyberg said,
“and in the process, establishing
Grand Valley as a contender in
the film industry.”
Nyberg has 25 feature films
to his credit, having worked with
film giant Francis Ford Coppola
and on the films “A Walk in the
Clouds,” “Heart and Souls,” and
on “Jack,” Coppola’s newest fea
ture starring Robin Williams, due
for release this fall.
“Factory,” the summer
film’s working tide, will be a 30minute dramatic short that
Nyberg would like to see gain
some standing at international

‘There’s a certain sincerity
about the characters that existed
in the original draft that sort of
put the hook in me, it reminded
me of the
multi-cultural
environment that I’ve experi
enced in San Francisco,” Nyberg
said. “One’s identity is formed
not only by the people you
experience but the environment
that you’re born into and grow up
in.”
The crew is still in pre-pro
duction, scoping location sites,
casting characters, and coordi
nating fund raising activities with
the help of local bands 9-Volt
Tongue, Man Bites Dog and 256.
A concert involving these three
bands is scheduled for July 6 at
the Intersection.
Senior film student and
Production Manager Mary Graff
hopes the benefit show in July
will bring additional financing to

film in July, senior film student
and Director of Photograph)
Gregg McNeill has the responsi
bility of designing the look of the
film with the director, a task he
admits would have been "daunt
ing” without time spent at
GVSU.
"Obviously 1 want to do the
best job that I can, and I feel with
the tools GVSU has given me to
work with, I can acheive that,”
McNeill said “I’m able to take
the tools I’ve been given and run
with them .”
Apparently Nyberg does too.
because the deep, dark shadows,
muted tones, and dramatic closeup shots in "Factory” will see the
film into the fall semester for
editing in the Advanced PostProduction film class. “Factory”
will illustrate, for the students,
the model that centers on a bil
lion dollar a year industry.
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OT program
same for every student.”
While good grades may
By Amle Million
Campus Life Editor
increase chances of acceptance,
■ qualities such as good interper
The Occupational Therapy sonal skills, articulation, compas
Program, the newest edition to sion, and tolerance are just as
the School of Health Sciences, is important, if not more important,
in its final stages of completion. than having a high GPA.
While faculty members are gear
Other requirements for
ing up for the return of students, admission include* completion of
they are also preparing for their the current 17 prerequisite cours
first semester of activity since es, which range from psychology
acquiring approval for develop to neuroscience to chemistry, as
ment
status
from
the well as current requirements,
Accreditation Committee for which include two letters of rec
Occupational
Therapy ommendation, 50 hours of volun
teer work, and a resume of
Education.
In other words, it is time to extracurricular activities.
start accepting applications.
Because students may be
While over 300 information overwhelmed by program expec
' packets were sent to interested tations, periodic counseling is
students, the number expected to • available to students at all levels,
apply to the program is yet to be ranging from freshmen who are
determined. What is certain is the debating what career to pursue,
acceptance of 20 applicants into to students who are approaching
the program for the 1996-97 graduation from the six year
school year.
masters program.
Although the chances of get
“It’s important that the stu
ting into the program may seem dents see when things are begin
slim, applicants with a 3.0 or bet ning to connect. (The require
ter GPA has a fair shot at accep ments) aren’t to make them have
tance. Each student who applies extra work, they help prepare stu
must undergo an extensive inter dents for the work load of the
viewing process that enabling program” said Grapczynski. “We
them to demonstrate other quali offer them guidance in terms of
ties that would prove them to be what activities they need to prior
a good therapist.
itize, because they have a limited
“We try to be as fair as we amount of time in which to com
can to students, because one’s plete activities/assignments.”
grade point average isn’t the only
One of the goals of the pro
thing we consider,” said director gram is to instill in its students
of the OT program Cynthia the ability to adapt to the many
Grapczynski.
changes that are always taking
“While grades are important, place in the OT field. Technology
just because a student has a 4.0 is always taking health care to a
doesn’t mean they would auto higher level, and OT is no excep
matically be a good therapist. We tion. With the development of
try to standardize requirements machines like work simulators
so (the program) can be more and computer software that aids
objective. The criterion is the in developing treatment pro

________ _—

grams, students and current ther
apists need to be able to adapt to
these changes, said Grapczynski.
Joye Williams, Coordinator
of Fieldwork Education for the
OT Program suggests that stu
dents who are interested in OT
visit with one of the program’s
preliminary counselors, and do
field observations before dedicat
ing their college and professional
careers to the field.
However, while hospitals
still remain the current major
employer of occupational thera
pists, home care will be playing a
larger role due to the trend of
sending hospital patients home
earlier.
“Home health care is very
meaningful. It’s very natural to
work in the clients’ own setting,”
said Williams. “This way they
continue to be independent in
their own home or work setting.”
One of the biggest attrac
tions to the field of OT is its ver
satility. There are many different
directions that an occupational
therapist may take after earning a
degree, such as: direct care,
home care, administration, edu
cation and research. There are
also many opportunities for trav
el, because occupational thera
pists are needed nationally and
internationally.
While these reasons provide
incentive, both Grapczynski and
Williams agreed that seeing
patient advancement toward
original working conditions
proves to be the most meaningful
and satisfying factor in the pro
fession.
Anyone interested in the OT
program can contact the-School
of Health Sciences at 895-3318.

<*
rn rn m m m
By the fall of 1997, there
will be a 30.1 percent increase in
student housing amounting to an
additional 528 spaces for

_

_______

— J L .....
apeds o f additional housing,”
\ ; 'v :
The
Finance
and
Administration Executive Office
in conjunction with several other
departments, analyzed both the
present and future enrollment of
student residency on campus in

the construction which began in presented to the Board o
May is part of a new project to Control for approval;
increase on-campus housing.
Andrew **— l—• - 1
The
housing
project of Housing and Health Services
sists o f a. .
stated that the
new two-build“ Ac G r a n d V a lie v
Ho u s i n g
ing living cert* * v ru n a vauey
Dpnarfmpnt
_
B-Kj i
ter,
Living
Center HI, and a
new apartment
complex.
L ining

Center fll will
be located to the
east of liv iiw

grows, we have to he
able to meet the
needs o f additional
-G loria Tate,
4 s&t\.9 ?'ector ° f HoMtog

Center II The
apartment
complex will be
built near the water tower
towards Pierce Street.
To accomodate parking for
student bousing, parking lots F
and G will be extended, and will
serve as entrances to the
complex.
As frustration over fees and
costs has been boiling on
campus, Tate stated that the $9.1
million project should not affect
on-campus housing costs any
more than the normal four to six
percent increase.
“We really budgeted the
project to not inflate current
lousing costs,” said Tate.
stated that she is
looking forward to the increase

dxdited
“We have
awaiting list in
-our office for
said

m

^
tw h n

.f

the increase of
students living on campus
should improve campus life.
“They should create more
o f a campus feel,” said
Beachnau.
Although new student
bousing is eagerly anticipated,
and construction has already
begun, the proximity of the new
housing sites in relation to the
television antenna poses as a
potential danger.
“We are restricted as to bow
close we can put dwellings near
the television antenna,” said
Beachnau.
Concern regarding the
possibility of ice being blown of
the television antenoa wires, and
striking the cars or people below

Theft of bust still a mystery
By Sloth
Guest Writer

The
sculpture
of
Shakespeare, which had been
located in the garden next to
Lake Superior Hall, disappeared
last December during a string of
thefts which also included the
fountain statue
of Robin
Goodfellow.
Jean Enright, Executive
Assistant to President Arend
Lubbers said that together, the
statues are physically worth a
total of $10,000, although the
artistic value of the works is
perhaps
beyond
possible
estimation.
Shortly after the thefts,
President Lubbers issued a
reward for the return of the two
statues. However, no leads have
been generated thus far.
Director of Public Safety
Allen Wygant said that although
the university plans no increase
in routine security patrols on
campus, any information leading
to the location of the statues
would
be
immediately
investigated.
“Recovery of the statue is
our primary goal and most
important - prosecution is
secondary,” Wygant said. “We

need to replace them back onto
campus so that everyone can
enjoy them.”
Public Safety has also
determined that the theft of the
Shakespeare bust and the
disappearance of the Japanese
lantern from the Zumberge
Library garden recess this past
Spring semester are unrelated.
At that time an arrest was made
concerning the lantern’s theft and
it has since been returned to its
original location.
But although some of these
art treasures have been recov
ered, the recent and sudden trend
of campus thievery and defacing
of public property alarms
Wygant, a seventeen-year veter
an to GVSU Public Safety.
‘There have always been
occurences of vandalism, but
these had always been instances
where we could fix or clean up
the problem,” Wygant said.
According to the Public Safety
Director, there have never been
this many problems at one time
in past years at GVSU.
President Lubbers’ award of
$1000 still stands for the recov
ery of the missing Shakespeare
bust. Any information leading to
its present location should be
directed to GVSU Public Safety
at 895-3255.

Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!

BE A PLASMA DONOR...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS

Receive
$ 20.00
for every
donation.

M o n T T h rs ......................8-5
T u es./W ed ./F ri.............. 8-5:30

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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Campus Concents
A Commuter's Paradise No More
Grand Valley “living”.

By Chad Logan

Shakespeare Statue
We feel that the rpbbery of the Shakespeare bust, and the
Robin Goodfellow statue from the Shakespeare Gardens last
December lessens the enhancement of not only the garden
itself, but also the English and Literature Departments, as
well.
.
As GVSLI adds on scientific wonders in the form of Padnos
and Henry Halls, the English Department, along with many
other departments, are still housed in the old "Michigan
Lakes" halls.
W hile we are not demeaning the appeal and awe of the new
science complex, nor are we "whining", it is no secret that
the English Department has been overshadowed by the
Science Department in the past year.
Because of this fact, the appreciation of things like the
Shakespeare Festival and the various poets brought to GVSU
throughout the year is vital in making the importance of liter
ature known. It is also through these activities that the English
Department is able to express the significance that English
and literature have not only in the community, but also in the
world.
The Shakespeare Gardens is merely one example that enables
the artistry and historical content of literature to be physically
expressed and appreciated at any given time. Through the
thievery of the statues that once graced the gardens, the phys
ical representation, while still beautiful, is lessened.
It happens. Things get stolen. We all know this. Since we all
know this, it's a wonder that the statues, totaling almost
$10,000 in worth, were not more properly secured in the
gardens to prevent this kind of thing from happening.

The University and Its Objectives
As stated on page three of the 1995-1998 GVSU Catalog,
"As its mission expands, Grand Valley State University
remains committed to its original tenets: and emphasis on the
centrality of liberal education..."
Upon doing a little research, I found "liberal education" to
refer to that which encompasses a well-balanced, well-round
ed education through the arts, the sciences, the letters, etc.
However, has anyone been keeping a tally of how much
money GVSU is sinking into certain programs? By certain
programs, I refer to the science program, the development of
a law program, and the expansion of the business program.
As noted in the Senate Bill 850: FY 1995-97 Governor,
Senate, and Housing Recommendations For Higher
Education, GVSU received a 15% increase in funding from
the state, while other Michigan schools received anywhere
from 4.6% to 15.6% . The latter was granted to Saginaw
Valley.
Granted these improvements are important in their own right,
what about Liberal Arts, Communications, English, and
numerous other programs desperately in need of over-haul
ing?
Perhaps I am being too hasty in assuming that there will not
be any changes made in any of the other remaining pro
grams? Perhaps there is a long list on someone's desk with
improvements, new equipment or even accreditation for the
remaining programs?
But once again, let us go back to page three of the catalog
that states,
"Grand Valley State University reserves the right to revise all
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Ed it o r : Ro b b in M elto n
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is f u n d e d in part by the

News Editor

From the Jail House department:

As we approach the dawning
of a new age, a staple of Grand
Valley is about to change, no,
we’re not getting a bar, but the
powers that be have collected
every bit of energy they could,
and have began building the next
phase of campus “living”.
As a resident of the Ravines,
not by choice, and formerly of
Grand Valley Apartments, (hey,
quit making fun of me), and
backed up by my experiences
with the jail cells, (I mean
dorms), I have a few suggestions
and/or concerns for the future of

* Windows that open
* Sharing bathrooms?
* 8 x 10 rooms, for two people?
* Set dining times, and if you
happen to have class during
that time, oh well.

* Padding under the carpet
* Insulation
Did ya ever wonder?

O ur V iew

Hantfjorn Staff
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From the “So, how are the
projects?” department
* Two sinks in the kitchen...,
what a novel idea
* The use of wood that isn’t
insect infested
* Parking, two space for four
cars... yeah it works

* What happens to the money
from the washers and
dryers?
* Parking...what parking?
* Why your stove fan makes
that weird noise?
* Why it takes three guys and
two weeks to level a
refrigerator?
Well kids, it’s obvious living
on, or near, campus at the present
time isn’t the best thing that
could happen to ya, but it beats
the hell out of living in your car.

WGRD faces more criticism (this time from a Sloth)
This letter is a direct
response to
the Campus
Concerns article written in the
April 11, 1996 edition of The
Lanthom (Issue 29, Volume 30)
by GVSU student and WGRD
intern Iain Pedden. Often in the
j)a st I have considered writing in
response to many of the ludi
crously sarcastic and petty letters
printed in your publication, but
since the subject of this letter
stands directly within the realm
of.my expertise, I decided that
this would be the best time to
finally speak out.
As a disc jockey and music
review specialist at WYCE
Listener Sponsored Radio (88.1
FM, broadcasting
out of
Wyoming, MI), I review many
discs per week, some of which
have merit, many of which do
not. One of the most unfortunate
and sad things about commercial
(and even independently pro
duced) CD releases these days is
the monotonous and completely
unoriginal music blasting from
every comer of the United States,
known as “alternative” or “pro
gressive rock.” While some
bands have found ways of taking
a genre of music and assimilating
it with other genres, or adding a
twist or unique element to create
a new and refreshing sound, most
artists are somehow content with
re-hashing their favorite style
heard on the radio, or in their
tape collection and making it
their own. Thus we, the music
listeners, are forced to deal with a
deluge of copycat bands all of
' whom sound essentially the
same, using the same basic three
chords, the same loud rancorous
distortion techniques, and the
same (usually male-fronted) lead
vocals akin to the Gin Blossoms,
Collective Soul, Weezer, or any
other band on the market today.
At no time is this more apparent
than when reviewing more than a
dozen compacts per week, many
of which sound EXACTLY
IDENTICAL to the others.
While I agree with Mr.
Pedden’s assessment of Glen
Morren’s slightly
negative
approach to his CD review, I
must also address a number of
points in Pedden’s article which I
find more than ridiculous.
The WGRD local artist sam

pler most likely was the end
result of solid, hard efforts and
quite a bit of production work on
the part of many individuals at
WGRD., The fact that Pedden
seems to bereave Glen Morren of
his right as a CD reviewer to
either give positive or negative
reviews frightens me. Does
WGRD expect that their CD
release would reach high critical
acclaim simply because it was a
selection of various local artists
in the name of a “good cause”?
Mr. Pedden points out that Glen
Morren possibly had not seen
many of the bands featured on
the WGRD sampler live in con
cert, but Glen Morren was
reviewing the COMPACT DISC,
and NOT the bands’ live perfor
mances. Furthermore, Pedden
seems to attempt to defend the
music on the compact disc with
the fact that it raised money for
the Toys for Tots campaign. This
is always a good thing, however,
this does not necessarily mean
that the MUSIC implicit on the
disc is somehow made better for
that fact.
Lastly, the
two most
appalling points in Mr. Pedden’s
letter had me virtually falling out
of my humble easy chair as I read
them to myself. One was that
“the Radio Active CD was an
incredible
sales
success.”
Anyone, ESPECIALLY those
affiliated with an “alternative”
commercial radio station, should
know by now that commercial
success almost NEVER equates
to musical artistry or talent. This
is so startlingly obvious with
such recent national CD releases
as “The Meices,” “Hog,” and
“Superdrag,” all of which are
signed to popular commercial
labels. The music from these
bands is so packaged and so sickeningly mind-numbing in nature
that it defies the senses as to why
other veritable bands such as The
Drovers and Marzuki are so com
pletely unknown on a national
scale but are so much more tal
ented than these “commercial
successes.”
The other point is even more
laughable. When defending the
local band Fat Amy in his article,
Pedden states that the band has
“no need for an industry execu
tive to make a special trip to

G.R.” Why? Because they have
already won the financial and
developmental support of labels
that are grooming them for star
dom.”
It is this mentality that
destroys the true artistry of local
bands. A perfect example is a
Michigan favorite The Verve
Pipe, who, after two independent
releases in the state, became
(arguably) the most popular
local band in the lower peninsula.
They too were “groomed” for
success by big name industry
producers and mixers for their
RCA release “Villians,” which
sounds so flat and so lifeless
compared to their vibrant and
spirited earlier efforts making
many Verve Pipe fans ready to
call it quits. The Verve Pipe very
well may “make it big” in com
mercial radio, but in doing so
they have to pay the price. No
wonder commercial “let-downs”
such as The October Project,
Stabbing Westward, Yossou
N’Dour, Patrick Street, and The
Future Sound of London have
such a solid and respectful fan
base, and yet retain their own
vision for their music in their
respective genres. They are very
rarely (if ever) heard on WGRD,
and perhaps this is a blessing in
disguise.
While Glen Morren’s CD
review did seem a bit harsh to
many local bands here in Grand
Rapids (especially when insinu
ating that many local groups
should not particularly be sup
ported), Iain Pedden’s article
seemed to be a typical industry
response to the rise and fall of
commercialism in the music mar
ket today. Artists and their music
have evolved from true art to a
lucrative money-making com
modity, packaged and shipped
off to retail establishments for the
common radio listener who
would rather go to Dick’s Resort
than read a book or take classes
in school. And while Mr. Pedden
may see me at The Intersection as
well, he may also see me watch
ing local bands performing with a
tear in my eye.
As I’m laughing.
Sloth
Phantom Student
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intern writes to call
Lanthom reviewer "misin'----- and "needlessly

Commentary from the Captain of the
Buchanan Brigade in response to Goetting

After reading Mr. Goetting’s year olds,” and the U.S. as an sacred and only natural marriage
,,w .
. .
i f
g ’;
open letter to Pat Buchanan, I open boarder for all HIV posi between a man and a woman.
knew he would be denounced in tives.
1 am writing this letter in only untrue, but also emotionalWe must reclaim the traditional
the Lanthom the following week
This is an agenda of social American value that sex before
response to a review published ly harmful to the friends of
as a homophobic, racist trying to aggression, not to mention one of marriage is morally wrong. We
in the March 14 Lanthom, in former lead guitarist John Vail,
turn America into the second the biggest lists of immoralities I must end tax payer dollars to the
which staff writer Glen M otrebr-kho took his own life not mom
coming of Nazi Germany. The have ever seen.
s
i H
H
^
: than, six months ago, Thankifor
NEA. To the dismay of the liber
following week proved my
All conservatives say is, “we als, profanity and filth are pro [bands and the WGRD Radio
uo the reminder. Was that supposed
instinct right, he did get blasted. believe gays and lesbians are tected by the Constitution.
to be funny? Lifeless indeed.
I was greatly disappointed at the children of God and citizens of Conservatives believe the 25 mil
,
-------— ■
' 'In vet another broad'stroke
ignorance of what is really going this republic. They are entitled to lion aborted babies is a sign of a
and
his
conclusions
are of misinformation, Moreen
" “ dlessly inflammatory.
claims that Kalamazoo’s highiyon in America: the cultural war all the constitutional rights of cit sick and morally degenerate soci
As an intern at WGRD and a acclaimed Knee Deep Shag
for the soul of America. This bat izens. Their conduct can not ety. We believe it is time put the
tle is being raged in our schools, command our respect because it Bible,
bartender at the Intersection “feed off” Primus. How? In what
and
the
Ten
is
unnatural
and
it
violently
con
colleges, and in politics. Since
Lounge in Eastown, I have seen way do they sound even remoteCommandments back into the
the writers who bashed Mr. tradicts our beliefs.” Is this full universities and schools just like
all o f th#'bhnds oft The fosc-Jy,sim ilar?
Goetting are ignorant o f this bat of hate?
Our founding fathers wanted
M o r te n 's
...........
am‘friends
with \* ; ,0 o u r writer is
tle, I have taken the liberty to
Thanks to the liberal revi them.
remarks
on
inform them and everyone else of sionists, we have seen our nation
While Nicole Ellet and
misinformed\ and his Bacchus Jihad
M o r te n 's
this war.
al holidays and Christian history Elena Garcia may justly claim
are even more
conclusions are
of
My friends, do not be fooled totally revised from what our ignorance in this war, however, [methods
c o m ic a l— he
needlessly
by propaganda being promoted founding fathers celebrated and the hard left has always known
d e g ra d a tio n
quotes the CD
by the morally bankrupt left. The embraced. Christmas vacation its criticalness. “Give me a child
seem to indiliner
notes,
inflammatory.
scare tactics they use when some has been revised into “winter for six years, and he will be a
“Bacchus Jihad
never Wit- As an intern at WGRD is about culture
one disagrees with their ideas, break,” Columbus Day is looked Marxist forever,” said Lenin.
like Mr. Goetting, are being uti at in contempt: as a day of “white Stalin believed if he had control
nessed a live and a bartender at the clash,.
East
lized as a cover to promote their power,” and the “destruction of of Hollywood, he would control
West.
perfom anceby j ntersectjon l o Unge j„ meets
hatred of America’s culture, their Indian culture.” The Bible and the world. James Cooper cor
Older rhythmsj
artists in ques- Eastown, I have seen meeting
mockery of our monuments, the the Ten Commandments have rectly states,
loathing they feel toward our tra long been expelled from our
“Too many conservatives,
I j ° “ • all o f the bands on the technology
ditions, and the despise they school system. Evolution is never read Mao Tse-Tung on
Unfortunate.
^
Pagan ideas in
share of America’s traditional taught as fact. The secularists waging cultural war against the
Christian beliefs.
have clearly conquered our cul West. (Mao’s) essays were pre
looked
the friends with many o f" world.”
When patriotic Americans ture and have replaced it with scribed reading for the Herber | fact that the
' V v ■'>' ' ' then whims!*
Radio
A c tiv l
like Mr. Goetting and Pat their New Age gospel. This New Marcuse-generation of the 1960s,
' caHy"-inquires
Buchanan stand up and defend Age gospel brings its own who now ran out cultural insdtuinwediblft i :« lie a :; as to what techno has to do yrithj
our culture, they are denounced axioms: there is no God, it all tion...conservatives were oblivi
success, The j a ^ j e ^ ^ a whtde , “ancient” rhythms. Where’ did
by the left as being the aggressors begins and ends on Earth, there ous to the fact that...modem art,
" (benefit the TbysFor Tots the. word “ancient” come from
in the cultural war. This is an are no absolute values in the uni long ago, separated from ideal
M r-: MorrerC end would yon]
extortion
of
the
truth. verse, there are no fixed and ism of Monet, Degas, Cezanne,
part o f ; WGRD ; in really know the difference? f
conjunction with the United
In the closing passages of
Conservatives are the ones on the objective standards of right and and Rodin had become the pur
defensive. We are trying to sim wrong, every man lives by his veyor of a destructive, degener
States Marine Corps. The pro- his script, Moreen manages toj
gram buys toys for undeiprivi- make some space for positive
ply reclaim lost values, moral own moral code, and do your ate, ugly, pornographic, Marxist,
leged kids at Christmas. We feedback for bands like Botfly,
truths, and America’s cultural own thing.
anti-America ideology.”
soul that have been ransacked by
raised over $3,000 for this Karmic, The Bridges, and
My friends, the liberals have
Our founding fathers clearly
excellent cause, and brightened Pillbox. Al though
Moreen
the liberals.
successfully won these battles understood what place religion
From taking a look at the and look at what has happened to and morality had in our society.
the holiday season for many writes, “I suppose a case can be
children,
made for the necessity of
left’s propaganda , one can only society when they implemented Speaking of these issues, George
If he had taken the time to encouraging local bands,..! doj
logically conclude that they are their agenda. Crime rates have Washington said,
the aggressors of our cultural soared, death rates in the innerdo even the . most elementary not really feel that most of the
“Of all the dispositions and
war. The cultural attack by the city are higher than the third habits which lead to prosperity,
homework, Moreen would know groups displayed on this CD
left is being fought on several world countries, sexual disease is religion and morality are indis
that the two bands for whom he deserve to be supported.” That’s j
battle grounds: gay rights, the running rampant, kids are having pensable supports. In vain would
has the hi ghest order of too bad
days on the calendar we celebrate kids, families are being broken that man seek the tribute of patri
contempt, 258 and Fat Amy,
In short, I take offense toj
as holidays, what “facts” we up at record rates. The National otism, who should labor to sub
have no need for an industry Glen’s cavalier and ignorant
teach in our school system, and Endowment of the Arts (an insti vert their great pillars of human
executive to make a special trip approach to his would-be ability]
moral standards.
to GJR, Why? Because they have as a music critic:
tution supported by liberals) happiness.”
ly won the financial and
It must be nice to be able toj
In the controversial docu “blesses” us with a crucifix sub
This is what the right is
ment “The Platform of 1993 merged in a vat of urine. It fighting for, a return to tradition
developmental support of labels ridicule charitable efforts, hard
March on Washington for “hlesses” us with a statue of the al American values, most impor
that : ^ ^ B r e P ^ § lh em for work, musical ability, and
Lesbian, Gay and Biequal (bisex Virgin Mother of God, twisted it tant of which is morality and reli
*
common sense all at the same]
Ins hMft&ssifo time,
ual) Rights and Liberation,” we into a bloody tie rack. The liber gion. If you don’t like this,
by whining about the “limited
Good for you, Glen. You
see clearly the hostile attack als claim the murder of 25 mil please go join your Marxist and
nifties*
afforded; by just stay home then) Itsourids]
being
waged
to
corrupt lion unborn babies as a sign of Socialist buddies China and
driving dowatowh for a show. like that’s what you’ve been
America’s culture and morals.
America’s progress and freedom Cuba. As Pat Buchanan correct
^fotbplaiiu is. doing anyway.
Some of these rights are, the of choice.
ly stated about the cultural war
with
his
own
limited
capacity to
The rest of us will be out at
repeal of all laws forbidding
Now that the liberal agenda for the soul of America, in
interpret the musical statements the Intersection listening to]
cross-dressing and sodomy, the has been clearly exposed, and Houston three summers ago, “it
artists playing in foe area.
some damn good music.
lowering the age of consent for everyone has seen the bitter har will not end in a brokered place.”
sex of all kinds, affordable artifi vest of their morally perverse
•
induded, *^ach verse {of the
Iain Pedden {*Tlounde^ vi]
cial inseminations, access to the agenda, it is time for those
Shawn Haff
(lyrics) sounded contrived and
Student
1
full range of reproductive options defending America’s true culture
Captain in the Buchanan
to all people regardless of age to retake the lost ground. We
Brigade
“i.e. abortion on demand for 13 must stand up in defense of the
........... ............................. .............-

W e w a n t to hear from
you. , .
,,,
*
In f a c t w e reSdly w a n t
to hear from , you.
T he
Lanthom w e lc o m e s a n d
encourages read er opinions
on anytfimg printed «n T h e
ithorn a s w ell as topics
reader in te re s t.
& pu b lic

o u t letters from o u r readers,
arid
Letters should b e 250 .... ........... ..................... .. The
w ords or less. Longer letters Unthorn. - Letters can be
will be trim m ed.
.
... damped off at our office in
. Letters m ust be signed 100 Commons or mailed to
Lanthorn 7 100
with the w riter's full name* The
>mmons / GV5U /
w hich will b e published,
Letters, must a lso include
tendale, Ml 49401, Those
the writer's phone num ber
ith access to ccMail can
for verification o f author- send letters, to our cc
are-

:e$s. and .our E-mail
ss IS coming soon.
ie lanthom reserves

the right, to edit letters, for . , , The, Lanthorn also pub
style and length and does lishes longer, well-written
n o t publish anonym ous, or colum ns o n issues pertinent
unsigned letters, form let to GVSU
students.
ters, chain letters,
peti Colum ns should b e 300-600
tions, letters in poor taste o r w ords, written
specifi
etters endorsing political cally for The Lanthom and
candidates.
focus on a single topic.
• W hen
w riting
in
Submitting a letter or
r ^ p g i s e to. sprnejhtpj
colum n d oes not guarantee
p u b licatio n , but it does
guarantee o u r appreciation.
th e date o f publication.
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'• I s i t a llerg ies, in fectio n , o r sin u sitis? '
By Antfe MflUon
Ompu$ ufe Editor

Thursday, May 30, !996

Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity goes
one-on-one with Special Olympians
‘T his is what community
service is all about, people
helping other people,” said Poll.

symptoms of sinusitis is frontal,
headache pain and pressure.
Because it depends on which
sinuses are being infected, other
symptoms may include swelling
around the eyes, or pain in the
upper jaw,
cheeks,
and
sometimes the teeth.
For symptoms ini

While many people are
I celebrating the long-awaited
arrival o f spring, there are
I probably just as many peo
ple shunning the
thought o f yet •
pushing up of the
another season
nose with the
of
runny,
0 * palm of their I
congested .
hand. After a
noses, itchy,
(watery eyes,
A lew years, this
[scratchy
■ ■ 1';^'vca,a?e/.at)t
Members o f Tau Kappa Epsilon pause the game for a photo opportunity
throats,
and
’ “ « t S e ,r:g ;ic
with some of their teammates. Photo by Will Sanders.
irease’ftof|>pear|
various irritated
assisted the children in a
tissues. I f you are a
a c r o s s S '^ l n o s ^ j
By
Jennifer
Venue
Basketball Skills Development
.Ttie' mid-part of the]
patent, this is also the
Guest Writer
Program, sponsored by Special
season for irritable Ch&
nose may also broaden
Olympics, at Lincoln School in
|dt»n, jL „
....... .
........... .....
Although it is not unusual Grand Rapids.
Most o f the 13 million sue underneath,
for a group of college guys to get
While
most
Greek
j Americans with allergic rhinitis
I f allergies go untreated ini
together to play some basketball, organizations assist and con
(allergies) develop the condition infants or young children, a
the members of GVSU’s Tau tribute
to
beneficent
before the age of 30. Seasonal i»mmon condition o f the build
Kappa Epsilon fraternity decided organizations,
the
Special
al lergic rhinitis is often referred, up of fluid in the ears, known as
to include some special needs Olympics is TKE’s national
to as hay fever, while year-round “otitis media*1is common. Sinus
children in their games.
philanthropy, and Community
conditions are called perennial problems related to allergies}
Every Wednesday afternoon, Service Chairman, Jeff Poll,
allergic rhinitis. .
occur more in older children and
throughout the winter semester, could not be happier with the
Because the symptoms are adults,
members from the fraternity results of this semester’s events.
similar to that of a cold, allergic
The most common cure for
rhinitis is often mistaken, for sinusitis is the anti-biotic
such. However, unlike colds, the Augmentin.
.
LE FTO V E R S
[symptoms of allergies occur
Some tips for taking any
“ ~*Ttedly throughout the year antibiotic medications axe:
*
ofU n*.
'
.;ih e .most
I include pollen, dust, pet dander,
and ragweed.
When the membrane of the
nose becomes irritated due to
allergic reactions, it is easier for
germs and viruses to invade and
multiply, causing an increased
chance o f developing an

One

of

the

obvious

u

'

-

'

According to Poll, the
children the organization helped
also seemed to enjoy the efforts
of the fraternity men.
“Just the looks on the kids’
faces when we helped them out
was worth the time,” he said.
‘The kids were so happy to
see us, when we showed up they
ran up and gave us hugs.”
The members of TKE hope
to participate in the program
again next year.

by Nate Scott
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So how does one decipher
the difference between an
| allergy, sinusitis, or an infection?
“Allergies
can
cause
sinusitis, but allergies ate not
infections "srud Health Services
[Nurse
Practitioner
and
Physician’s Assistant Diana

I

- J e ff Poll,
TKE Community Service
chairman

LEfTCWaS HAS J U S T
C om £. T d THE. STWJTUJS.

I f lias happ«S, take it as
as possible. If U is dose to
the time for your next scheduled]
dose, take only one dose for that|
day.
‘Finish tbe entire
prescription,
Even though you may feel |
better after a couple of days, the
infection witi cmne back if you

‘Follow
doctor
or
pharmacist .
1
instructions.
Some
medications,[
especially anti-biotics, need to
be taken with food. Alcohol
consumption is discouraged
while taking the medication.
i f giving an oral suspension)
“Iofections arc caused by antibiotic to a child,
bacteria and need medical care,
‘Shake the bottle well,
most likely antibiotics.”
Shake until the medication |
[
Fisher said that you may is completely dissolved.
[also use over the counter
*Thke the exact dosage,
medications for congestion,
More medication is not|
[ cough,
and
runny
nose, necessarily better
[However, these things will n o t '
X
cure an infection, and seeking
Special thanks to Diannj

“This is what
community service is
all about, people
helping other people.
Just the looks on the
kids*faces when we
helped them out was
worth the time.”

SATURDAY
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•Padnos holds
teach kids
about
science
*' '‘
' j ' ' "A-vr *
detection and reportingtif elder
abuse and neglect,” to the
"anatomy o f the tongue of the
Spectacled Flying Fox,"were
also displayed throughout the
building. The majority of these
projects were displayed in the
Atrium.
JEacb classroom represented
a different; theme that
dealt with science,
such as balance,

By Amte MHMon
Cam pus Lifo Editor

On April 12. the Padnos
Hall of Science held an open
house, “Science in the Valley.”
Games were being played,
balloons were bobbing from
children’s wrists, and
prizes were being
wcfn in order to
A
allow children
V
to experience
“y . 0 ^
the world of / v C r * *■ ■
science.
i l l/

•Student transfers to complete her English
degree at Grand Valley

- '■m>a'ch'in'^'«
v \ used in the
. . jifedical field.

' '-MiyiL

'■}■tijat this event
Computers
s f e ....
were
placed
-:
helps young kids
throughout the four
see that learning
levels of Padnos where
can be fun and that col*
the children and their parents lege is a great experience,” said
could conveniently register tor student
volunteer Larry
prizes that were awarded hourly. Smith, a senior Mathematics
Some o f the prizes included cal- Major,
culators,
T-shirts and gift cerSmith learned of the event
tificates.
through the Math Club and
The children also were thought it would be fun to be a
allowed to take mmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm volunteer,
home
the “ I h o p e t h a t th is e v e n t
Smith was
Frisbees
on h d p s y o u n g k id s s e e
a volunteer in
which their fiee
,
f
.
*•
the classroom
lunch
was t h a t le a r n in g c a n h e
that had board
served,
fu n and that college is games from all

,ooA= , ' b: a Sre a texperience.’’
events was a
’-Larry Smith, to play with.
Student volunteer
The “Video
presentation by
a
NASA
space
■!■"11...... ... iiiiiii——i—n—hi Eyeball,”
remote
control,
shuttle Astronaut Lt. Col. computer
Donald McMonagle. His presen allowed participants to view
tation, entitled “Living and themselves on a computer screen
Working in Space,” was present i f they caught the “eyeball’s”
ed at three different times during attention. Needless to say, this
the day, providing the chance for particular display captured a lot
everyone to attend.
of attention from both children
Student research projects and adults throughout the day.
ranging in topics from “the

ACTION

Maida Pasic !sdetermination to get her degree led her to GVSU. Photo by Jay Johnston.

Staff Writer

Maida Pasic, a student from
the University of Sarajevo, has
been a GVSU student since the
beginning of the 1996 Winter
Semester.
Unlike
many
other
international students who attend
GVSU, Pasic is an transfer
student, not an exchange student.
Pasic is continuing her
studies in English here at GVSU,
with an emphasis in Language
and Literature.
“I completed three years in
Sarajevo, and then I came here to
finish because the Department of
English in Sarajevo was closed
because of the war," said Pasic.
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While in Sarajevo, Pasic
worked for the United.Nations.

By Cindy Stinkier
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“I completed three
years in Sarajevo, and
then l came here to
finish because the
Department o f English
in Sarajevo was closed
because o f the war.”
-M aida Pasic,
Bosnian transfer student
“I first worked for the
United Nations Protection Force
in Sarajevo, nut later on I
switched and started working for
the United Nations Center for
Human Rights in Zagreb as. a
translator,” said Pasic.
Although Pasic enjoyed her
job as a translator, she felt that
her job was unsteady due to a
change in demand for translators.
“I was sitting in a bar in
Sarajevo one night with a friend
and I was complaining about
how I couldn’t finish my fourth
year and how 1 had a job with the
UN, but I felt that I should have a
degree,” said Pasic.
This conversation eventually
led Pasic to GVSU.

A

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. W omen's A lpine Ski Team Diet
D uring the non-snow off season the U.S. W omen's A lpine Ski Team
m em bers used the *Ski Team' diet to lose 20 pounds in tw o weeks. That's
right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chem ical food
action and was devised by a fam ous C olorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski Team. N orm al energy is m aintained (very im portant!) while
reducing. You keep ‘full* - no starvation - because the diet is designed
that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow w hether you work, travel or stay
at hom e. (For men, tool)
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
W om en's Alpine Ski Team w ouldn't be perm itted to use it! Right? So,
g ive yourself the sam e break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose w eight the
scie ntific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to
yourself to try the U.S. W om en's A lpine Ski Team Diet. That is, if you
really do w ant to lose 20 pounds in tw o w eeks. Order today' Tear this out
as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in C alif.)-add .50 cents RUSH service to:
American Institute, 7343 El Camino Real, Suite 206, Atascadero, CA
93422. Don’t order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks!
Because that’s what the Ski Team Diet wiH do.
S)1 gg&

A friend of Pasic knew of a
GVSU student who was studying
in the US. through the exchange
program at GVSU.
Faced with uncertainty as to
whether or not the university
would acknowledge her tran
script, Pasic, with her mother’s
encouragement, also had to find a
contact in the US.
“My mom found a phone
number of my former professor
who was living in the Chicago
area,” said Pasic.
“When he couldn’t help me,
he directed me to Professor Ivo
Solijan in the GVSU English
Department, who then directed
me to Mr. Alan Walczak in
International Affairs.”
So far, Pasic’s experiences in
West Michigan have been good.
“I really like the university
(GVSU), and I really enjoy
studying here,” said Pasic.
What does the future hold
for Pasic once she graduates
from GVSU?
“What I would like to do is
have one foot in Bosnia and one
in* America, like joining some
international aid organization
that is stationed here, but travels
over there,” said Pasic.
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When the GVSU Crew hired,
coach Richard Laurance last fall,
they were hoping that he would
be the catalyst for a new era of
prominent rowing success.
On May 11, the Crew took
home its first national trophy
ever.
The Women’s Lightweight 4
boat beat out over 40 schools to
take first at the Dad Vail Regatta,
the unofficial small-college
rowing championships held in
Philadelphia each spring.
The
Lightweight
4,
consisting o f Michelle Nielsen,
Suzan Daoust, Elizabeth Berens,
Jill Napiwocki, and Coxswain
Diana Waluk, weathered two
qualifying heats to defeat Boston
College by two seconds in the
final race.
Laurance said he couldn’t
have hoped for a better result.
“You never expect to walk
away with a trophy,” he said.
“Just to make the finals, you have
to row a great race, and hope you
can repeat that feat two more
times.”
Napiwocki, a freshman, felt
that they had saved their best race
for the finals. “I don’t think we
did that well in the heats or
semis,” she explained, “so we
had to make up for it. We’ve all
rowed together since fall, so we
know what we can do.”
Waluk, who filled in for
normal coxswain Shelia Fleming,
was selected by the for rowers
prior to Saturday’s first heat.
“In the finals, the girls really
came together as a team,” Waluk
said. “I was pumped up for the
team, and I think my energy fed
off on them.”

Varsity Lightweight Women’s 4 members (l to r)Michelle Nielsen, Suzan Doust, Elizabeth Berens, Jill Napiwocki, and coxswain Diana Waluk
show off their national championship medals. Photo by Mandy Htiler.
,

The Varsity Crew members
were not the only rowers to take
home some hardware, as the
Novice Men’s 4 captured third
place in their race, the Lindy
Cup Trophy race.
The boat sported secondsemester rowers Mark Londot,
Ken Moon,Steve Bruch, and Jeff
Brecheisen.
“Coach was expecting us to
do well,” Brecheisen said,
referring to Novice coach Stan
Matthews pre-race expectations.
“It was rough weather,” said
Waluk, the usual coxswain of the
boat. “But, when these guys set
their minds to accomplish a goal,

The rest of the Varsity Crew,
however, didn’t fare so well. The
Men’s Varsity 4, a strong
contender all year, missed the
semi-finals by .4 seconds, and the
Men’s Lightweight 4 missed the
same round by three seconds.
“I thought for sure we’d
have two boats in the finals,”
Laurance said, “but you roll the
dice on most of the other boats
you race. This is our third year
here, and we need to start a
tradition of finishing well.”
The future remains bright for
the trophy winning boat however,
as Neilsen will be the only rower
lost to graduation.

Spring Sports Wrap-Up.
By Douglas UpinsU
Staff Writer*1

The end of the semester
marked GLIAC (Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference) tournaments galore
for GVSU’s spring sports.
Women’s softball finished a
strong fourth at the GLIAC
Championships held in Saginaw
Valley State May 3-5. The Lakers
won two games before getting
eliminated on the second day of
play.
The first day showcased a 21 GVSU victory over Gannon
University, who finished seventh.
Gannon would go on to lose to
Ferris State and be eliminated.
The victory put the Lakers
into the second day of the tourna
ment, where a 3-2 loss to Wayne
State and a 4-0 blanking by
Ferris put them out of contention.
As for the rest of the field,
Ashland University went 4-1 to
capture the tournament crown.
The Eagles came back after los
ing to second-place Wayne State
to take the final game, 4-1. All in
all, the two schools clashed three

times, with the teams splitting the
first two games.
Ashland gave up only four
runs during the tournament.
With their tournament finish,
GVSU ended up fifth place in the
GLIAC with a 10-8 record, 38-25
overall. It marked the third
straight year that coach Doug
Woods has gotten 30 or more vic
tories.
Wayne State and Ashland
finished tied for first, as Wayne’s
regular season record was good
enough to offset its second place
tournament finish. While it
marks the first conference title
for Ashland, Wayne State made it
five in a row.
Things were not much dif
ferent for the Laker Track team,
as they placed fourth at the
Outdoor Championships on May
3 at Hillsdale.
Men’s team points victory
went to Ashland, who finished
with nearly double the score of
second-place Saginaw Valley
State. The Lakers finished behind
host Hillsdale,
w ho. had
outscored them 105-62.33
Lone first-place finisher for
GVSU was Dan Steeby, who ran

a 55.33 in the 400-meter hurdles.
Ashland’s Shawn Robbins was
voted Athlete-Of-The-Meet, as
he won five events; one of them
was a GLIAC-record 25’ 7 3/4”
long jump.
James Mauer finished third
in both the 110-meter high hur
dles and the pole vault. Kevin
Elliot also took third in the 1500
meters.
On the women’s side, Grand
Valley finished a respectable
fifth, but didn’t finish first in any
event. The women only managed
23 points overall.
Top Laker finishers included
Kelly Buder’s second-place high
jump, and Stacy Robbins’ fourthplace effort in the same event.
Grand Valley entered com
petitors in only seven of 19
events.
Ashland once again took the
tide, with Hillsdale, Saginaw
Valley State and Ferris State
behind them.
Saginaw Valley State’s
Angie Snyder was named
Athlete-Of-The-Meet, winning
both the long jump and triple
jump events.

they usually get it done.”
Brecheisen returned the
compliment. “I ’m really glad
Diana has been on the boat with
us. There’s no one else that I’d
rather have coxing us.”
The Dad Vail success should
not have surprised many,
however. Two weeks prior, the
Crew medalled 12 times at the
Governor’s Cup Regatta, held in

West Virginia.
The varsity rowers will get a
chance to place nationally once
again June 7-9, when they will
travel to Cincinnati’s NCAA
Division
II
and
III
Championships. After that, some
rowers will visit England starting
June 23, to participate in The
Henley’s, a regatta held there
each year.

Men's tennis finishes
seventh, looks to future
By C.D. Burge
Sports Editor

Grand Valley Tennis coach
Tim Sutherland knew that
building a competitive team
wasn’t going to be easy.
This year certainly proved
that, but there is reason to look
ahead.
The GVSU Men’s Tennis
team finished seventh
at
the
GLIAC
(Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference) Tournament April
26-27, finishing 37 points behind
champion Northwood. Sixthplace Wayne State finished five
points ahead of the Lakers.
Sutherland was not hanging
his head, however.
“I thought we played super
tennis,” he said. “We came in
and gave it all we had, and you
can’t ask for more than that.”
There were a few bright
spots for the netters, however.
Freshman Tony Reis took fourth
in his division, and doubles
combo Scott Damp and Terry
Gilliland finished third. The duo
took eventual champ Milan
Kubula and John Bruner of
Northwood to five sets before
falling.
Northwood, which celebrat-

ed its second consecutive title,
had four singles and one doubles
champion. Ferris State placed
two singles and one double in
first place to take second overall.
Mercyhurst was the only other
school to have a top
finish
er, with a lone doubles title.
“I had a young team,”
Sutherland said. “I had some
good finishes from the right
people.”
GVSU finished seventh in
the GLIAC standings, which are
compiled based on a point
system for the dual matches and
tournament finish. Grand Valley
was 3-5 in dual match play, after
taking 8-1 and 7-2 losses to
Ferris State and Mercyhurst,
respectively.
Overall, the men compiled a
7-12 record on the season.
“It was definitely a building
year,” Sutherland said. “We have
a couple of good young players
coming in for next year.
“This year, especially, I was
impressed that we didn’t have a
letdown. All the kids put in a
great effort.”
For next spring, the netters
will only be without co-captain
Amar Arslanagic and Senior
Gilliland. 11 players remain on
the squad

Spo rts
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By C.D. Bulge
Sports Editor

It’s sometimes Hard to gauge
performance when you finish
where you started.
For GVSU M en’s Golf,
whether that is a plus or not
depends on who you talk to.
May 16 and 17 was the site
of the GLIAC (Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference) Tournament at Eagle
Glen Golf Course in Farwell.
There the Lakers took
fourth, close to where they had
finished every tournament this
year.
“We are a fourth-place team
this year,” said coach Don
Underwood. “We finally played

By Douglas Upinsld
Staff Writer

It’s summertime and that
means it’s time to talk about the
Detroit Tigers. Yah, right! The
Tigers still suck therefore Doug’s
Club will never talk about the
Tigers until they win more games
then the 1962 Mets. If not
Doug’s Club will start the “.Bring
Back Sparky” campaign.
The
West
Michigan
Whitecaps, Michigan Battlecats,
and Lansing Lugnuts will all be
fighting for the Midwest League
crown all summer. Doug’s Club
has its top ten things to do while
all this excitement is going on.
10) Go to a Tigers game,
NOT! I’d rather watch grass
grow than see this lame excuse
for a ball team.
9) Play beach volleyball at
Grand Haven.

well, though, especially on the
last day. It was just the sign of a
young team.”
Grand Valley finished with a
905 for the three rounds, less than
ten strokes behind Oakland
University.
Conference
powerhouses Saginaw Valley
State and Ferris State took first
and second, respectively.
• “I think Saginaw Valley was
really fired up about missing the
nationals,” Underwood said,
referring
to
the
NCAA
Tournament qualifier in which
SVSU participated. “They played
extremely well.”
,SVSU
finished
with
team-low 877 strokes.
Individually,
returning
Junior Gerard Gessner shot a
219, good enough for sixth place.

On the second day, Gessner shot
a one-under 71, which was the
third best 18-hole score of the
tournament.
“I don’t know,” Gessner said
when asked of the reason for his
strong tournament performance.
“I was just aiming for the middle
of the green. The guy from Ferris
[Mike Bellemeur, who had a
tourney-low 67] was with me, so
he kept ine going.”
Other notable finishes for
GVSU were Freshman Dan
Strock (228) and Junior Kris
Burak (230). Ferris State’s Mike
Holub was first with a 214.
Underwood was impressed
with Gessner’s play, but
remained frustrated with the
season.
“Last year fourth place was

Sports Editor

all right,” he said, “but I’d rather
finish eighth one week and first
the next
“The most frustrating part
was that I don’t believe the three
teams that finished ahead of us
are better, because we can score
right with them. The players are
going to have to work harder than
they’ve ever had to this summer.”
In
the
five
GLIAC
tournaments prior to
the
conference championship, the
Lakers finished no worse than
sixth, but never managed to crack
the top three.
“We kind of had a
disappointing year,” Gessner
said.
“Myself, I started out well,
but slumped in the middle of the
year. I think our team did that,

North wood, 5-1 and 11-1. Just as
quick as their four game winning
streak started, it ended with a
three-game losing streak.
Grand Valley bounced back,
however, with a 5-2 win over
Aquinas and two decisions over

The 1996 season is over for
the Laker baseball team;
unfortunately, the season ended
like it began, with several loses.
“The guys were very
The Lakers finished by
being swept by GLIAC (Great
young and made
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
inexperienced
Conference) rival
Saginaw
mistakes. We hit the
Valley State leaving the Lakers
with a 17-31 overall record
ball well at times,
(11-20 GLIAC). These season
but were really
was the first time since 1979 that
the Lakers didn’t win more than
inconsistent. ”
twenty games in a season.
-Garrick Pranchke,
The highlight of the year
Assistant coach
was a doubleheader sweep of
11th ranked
and GLIAC
champions Mercyhurst College Cornerstone College. The Lakers
on April 21. The Lakers won 5-1 took the first game 6-1, and won
and 15-1 at home. The sweep the second game in a rout, 13-0.
was lead by ALL-GLIAC second In the shutout the Lakers pitching
team sophomore Matt Gebbardt staff no-hit Cornerstone, lead by
(39 games, .333 average, 13 RBI) Lakers pitcher Steve Davis.
The Lakers played well
and sophomore Jeff Fox, who
contributed two home runs in the enough to win many games.
“The guys were very young and
victories.
The Lakers
continued made inexperienced mistakes,”
with two more wins aj said assistant coach Garrick

O IL CH A N GE
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too.”
The linksmen can now look
towards fall, where they will
have a couple of important
NCAA tournament qualifiers.
Grand Rapids Senior Brian Furst
is the only player that will be lost
to graduation.
“We will have some new
players coming in, that’s for
sure,” Underwood said. “With
Gerard, Dan, and Kris coming
back, we should have a good
nucleus to work with.”
This
includes
further
coaching, as well. “If our guys
can execute better, and feel that
bogey is not such a bad score,
we’ll be on track. More
experience and good course
management will be the key to
our future success.”

8) Go to the U.S. Open at
Oakland Hills. Watch Norman
choke again, if he’s still in it.
7) Play roller hockey all day
and night.
6) Drive to Atlanta for the
Olympics without tickets or a
place to stay.
7) Go to Chicago to see
some real baseball and see the
White Sox or Cubs.
6) Go canoeing with a case
of beer down the Rouge River in
Detroit..
(Please do not try this, it
may result in arrest).
5) Taking a walk with your
significant other, NOT! Sports
The Novice Men's 4 boat, with rowers (Ito r) Steve Bruch, Ken Moon, Jeff Brecheisen, Mark Londot, and
are on, man!
coxswain Diana Waluk receive their bronze medals at the Dad Vail Regatta. Photo by Mandy Heiler.
4) A whole summer to think
$ 4 .0 0 o f f C A R S
about what the Red Wings did.
2) Getting a tan.
$3.00 off Trucks / Vans
3) The summer is a perfect
OrT f u ll s e r v i c e w / itd o r G .V .S .U . I-l>.
1) But who am I kidding?
und
time to call the Detroit Pistons The best thing about summer are
front office and ask them why the GREAT movies such as
S ev eral o th er
they changed the Pistons logo. ( TWISTER!
S ervices av ailab le
Horses? What, WHY!?)
I--* ::-

Young Lakers gain experience, but finish near
the bottom after three-game losing streak
By C.D. Burge
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Phone:

Pranchke. “We hit the ball well at 6 6 9 - 4 2 7 7
M -r BrtHH*1™ S A T aiQo-AiQ
times,
but
were
really
inconsistent.”
The Lakers have a strong
nucleus returning to give it
another shot next season.
Sophomore Jeff Fox (36 g, .327
avg, 21 RBI), Sophomore Keith
We w i l l match any competitive sale price on any
Bross (41 g, .283 avg, 19 RBI)
pictuied item in any newspaper or magazine
and Jonathan Visser (44 g, .281
in the metropolitan area
avg, 17 RBI) return a healthy part
of the offense.
Just bring in the original, dated ad and
The Lakers will also
we will match that price
return shortstop Doug Lipinski
(47 g, .271 avg, 7 RBI), pitchers
Drew Vinton (6-3, 3.07 ERA)
and Craig Gunderson (3-7, 4.94
ERA). The Lakers played
Division I teams Central
Michigan and Western Michigan
tough, coming close each time.
The combination of a
HARMON YHOUSE
.254 batting average and a 5.46
earned-run-average resulted in
31 losses on the year, the most in
Grand Valley baseball history.
M it'iic <1 cM toe a!a:
All is not lost, however. Laker
baseball fans have something to_
GRAND RAPIDS • 3 5 7 5 28 th St . S E.
look forward to next season, with
( in fko nt O r Ea s t b r o o k M a ll ) • 9 4 0 - 9 0 7 0
five starters returning and a hand
full of junior college transfers
coming to GVSU.
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Do you need money?
If you answered yes to at least one of these
questions you could be qualified to work for

;.Wie Lanthorn

The Lanthorn is now accepting applications for the
fall for the following positions:

Receptionists
. Up to 15 hours a week at $4.25 an hour.
Work study only.

Staff Writers
$1.00 per column inch. ^
nun
::: *
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□dd aaa
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^

Account Manager
12 hours a week at $4.25 an hour.

------------ - - a y

Advertising Representatives
5 hours a week at $4.25 an hour plus 10%
commission for all local ads.

Distribution Manager
5 hours per week at $4.25 an hour.

Applications for all positions can be picked up in The
Lanthorn office at 100 Commons from 9am to 5pm.
For more information call The Lanthorn at 895-2460.
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Lanthom Rates
Classified word ads are . 10
cents per word. $2.50 minimum
charge, paid in advance.
Classified display rate is
$7.00 per column inch.
Lost and Found word ads are
FREE, first insertion, 25 words
maximum.
To boldface, italicize or cap
italize words in your classified,
add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $1.00 extra.
Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classi
fied advertising is at 5 on
Monday; classified display
advertising deadline is 5 p.m.
Friday. Bring or send your copy
to The Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-895-2460, or
eave a message on our afterlours answering machine.
Fax number is 616-8952465.
Office hours: 9-5, Monday
through Friday.
Standard of Acceptance

The Lanthom reserves the
right to edit or reject any ad at
any time and to place all ads
under proper classification.
Announcement
Single copies of The
Lanthom are free of charge.
Additional copies are available at
The Lanthom office 100
Commons, for 25 cents each.
Help Wanted
The Lanthom editorial staff
appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or
give credit where it’s due. Call
895-2460.

Tell your lover you love
them. Wish a friend happy birth
day. Lift someone’s spirits. Put
it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthom “Messages” are only 10
cents per word, $2.00 minimum,
paid in advance. Deadline is 5 on
Monday for that week’s issue.
The Lanthom 100 common.
Opportunities
Get Published - The
Lanthorn is-seeking essays and

THETRIVIAL
flyc&OF
USING

GKSOLlNE

columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor appre
ciated. Criticism, too. Length:
about 400 words. Pay $10.
Deliver or send your creative
piece to The Lanthom, 100
Commons.
Clubs & Organizations
Join the Grand Valley Press
Club. Call 895-3521 for more
information.
R eader’s Caution
Ads appearing under the
“Opportunities” classification
may involve a charge for phone
calls, booklets, information,
CODs, etc. Reply with caution.
Housing
Roommate
Needed!!
Looking for female to share
house/apt in Heritage Hills or
East Hills in G.R. Don’t have a
place yet, want to find a room
mate first. Must be responsible,
mature, and respectful of my pri-

vacy. Need a place for fall
semester, but would prefer to
move in this summer. Call
Kristen at 457-4952.
Lanthorn Staff Needed
The Lanthom is now accept
ing applications for various fall
positions. All positions pay
$4.25/hr.
Openings include:
Account Manager, Advertising
Representatives, Receptionists,
Staff Writers and Distribution
Manager. Stop in the Lanthom
office at 100 Commons for more
information or call 895-2460.
Housing
Drinking Buddy Needed!!
Heavy drinker, smoker seeks
roommate to pay 3/4 of rent and
100% of all bar tabs. Utilities
Included. Bring own furniture to
share, including bed. Must like
to share money and food, without
worrying about personal safety.
Serious
inquiries
only.
Cheapskates and social drinkers

need not call. For more info call
or fax John.
F or Sale
Complete cd car audio sys
tem 4-500 watt Pioneer speakers,
1200 watt amplifier and dual bass
cannons. Also for sale 1989 Ford
Escort, missing rear window.
Desired
I am lovely and lonely and
wish to share midnight picnics,
play on playgrounds, and pick
toe-jam from between your toes.
You need not have a highschool
diploma, job,- a home, or car. You
need only be of the male species,
and Unafraid of hot wax or freeze
pops. Call Beulah.
Desired
Lonely SWF seeks SWM for
light S&M. Must be into tomato
wrestling, gargling with 10-40
motor oil, and using bananas as
Q-tips. No freaks. Call Olga.

S u p e r C ro s s w o rd
ACROSS

1 Hole punch
ers
5 Woll gang?
9 Sweat and
slave
14 Bizarre -•
19 Secular
20 With 1 Down,
"California
Suite" star
21 Bring to mind
22 Cornered
23 Unreal
25 Speaker of
comment
27 Pianist Watts
28 Cat calls?
30 Lend a hand
31 "Norma —'"
32 Jason's vessel
34 Game
ending?
38 Agent Smart
41 Start of a
comment by
25 Across
.46 Part of EMT
47 Vigor's
partner
48 Roman or
italic
49 General
Powell
51 Indigence
54"— Restau
rant"
57 "Ms." co
founder
59 Elizabethan
1

2

3

dramatist
100 Hog heaven?
61 South African 101 Melodious
province
McEntire
62 All-star game 103 Part 4 of
side
comment
63 Hazardous 107 Cheesegas
board choice
65 Refrain
110 Besides
syllable
111 Roads
scholar?
66 Classroom
sound
112 Loser to DDE
69 Native: suffix 113 Priv. pension
70 Role for
115 Tennis legend
25 Across
118 Available
71 Mineral seam 122 End of
72 Part 2 of
comment
comment
128 December
75 Part 3 of
birthstone
comment
130
Breath
78 Mediterra- >
You Take"
nean port
131 Midwestern
79 Charieson or
airport
Carmichael 132 Screenwriter
80 "Gotcha!"
James
81 Marsh duck 133 Check
82 Identity
134 Hardly
83 Singer O'Day
Einsteinian
85 Hawaii's
135 Synthetic
state bird
fabric
87 Hold up
136 Funny Foxx
91 Pearl or
137 Mile., farther
Riperton
south
93 Distinguished DOWN
95 Singer Peter
1 See
96 “The Subject
20 Across
Was Roses"
2 Caution
star
3 Talked about
97 Philosophy
fishing?
98 Caspian's
4 Amulet motif
neighbor
5 Joey, for one
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31

28

39

102

101

40

105

109

112

113

117

123 124

125

130
134
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122

Johnson
improvement
pro Bob
90 Lee Dorsey
hit
43 Send out
44 Basilica area 92 Biblical
ointment
45 Sell in a store
94 Baal, eg.
50 Reputation
95 Singer Laine
52 Senator
Kefauver
97 Persevere
99 Stuck fast
53 Andrea —
55 Director Frank 102 It's sometimes
56 Literary
jumped
lioness
104 One —
customer
58 Punta del —
59 Foster of
1 0 5 Ben
“Nell"
Adhem"
60 A Bobbsey 106 Contributors
twin
107 Raved like a
raven
64 "Stop!"
108 Throw
67 Pen pals?
68 Bangkok
torcetully
native
109 German steel
71 Jeeves or
center
Passepartout 114 Pale
72 “Oliver
116 Night light?
T wist" villain 117 Colossal
73 It's up in
119 Row
the air
120 Didion s ‘Play
74 Among: prefix
It — Lays'
75 Amusement- 121 Fastballer
park cry
Alejandro
76 Role for Mia 123 Hosp areas
77 Act like an ibis 124 Carrie or
78 Jewel
Louis
80 Vexes
125 Adjectival
83 Felt ill
suffix
84 It multiplies 126 — Magnon
by dividing
127 Barbie's
86 Raison d'—
boyfriend
88 Minus
129 Theorem
89 Jocular
initials

24

27

107

7

6 Splitting
headache?
7 Solidify
8 Had no
doubts
9 Pantyhose
part.
10 Salute for
Caesar
11 Start to cry?
12 Southern
veggie
13 Diet and
exercise, e g.
14 NY gambling
option
15 Montevideo's
loc.
16 — Haute, Ind.
17 Kidneyrelated
18 Collector's
car, today
24 Pore's chere?
26 Gouda
alternative
29 — Vicente,
Brazil
33 Obtains
35 Kind of plastic
36 Shortly
37 Gentleman
of leisure?
39 Vacuum-tube
gas
40 Small
songbird
41 Lendl or
Turgenev
42 Home-

20

23

' tou know, they warned me that smoking marijuana would lead to harder drugs.'
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WCKS held their Annual Rites
O f Spring this year on April 20
at Robinson Field. The weather
started out nice fo r the first act
Marzuki (photo right), but then
it turned slightly nasty. A light
breeze (40 mph wind) and a lit
tle rain ( sudden downpour)
caused the concert to be moved
inside(photo center). Once
m oved to the auditorium o f the
Fieldhouse, the Spring-fling
continued with performances by
several bands, such as Poster
Childrenf photo bottom)
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